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A musher camps with their dogs in a
vast Alaskan landscape on this year's
official Iditarod poster, by well-known
artist Jon Van Zyle. This is his 40th
year creating the artwork for the
official Iditarod poster, and we're
celebrating with a two-part interview.
You'll find "Part I" accompanied by
a sampling of his extensive collection
starting on page 24. Enjoy!
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checkpoint

W

elcome to our annual Iditarod issue, it will certainly
get you in race mode for this year’s Iditarod. I recently
had the chance to ride a tag sled in the Denali Doubles
race (thanks to long-time subscriber Sebastien Vergnaud) and got a
look at some of the top Iditarod contenders and their teams. It would
be difficult to make any predictions on how the top 10 is going to
shake out this year; though, after speaking with 2015 champion
Dallas Seavey, he is confident that his team is better than ever. Check
out our "Q&A with a champion" on page 16 to find out why he's so
confident. If what he says is true, he likely will join the elite club of
4-time champions: Susan Butcher, Jeff King, Lance Mackey, and
Martin Buser (Rick Swenson is the winningest musher in Iditarod
history with 5 victories). The amazing feat is he is not even 30 years
old yet.
In time for Iditarod, we are happy to fittingly feature Pete Kaiser's
team in our long-standing favorite section, “Super Dogs” (located,
as always, inside the back cover). This team has been consistently
winning against stiff competition. He won the grueling Kusko 300
against a star-studded field, earning the nickname "Re-Pete" for
his back-to-back 2015 and 2016 wins. Recently he won the Denali
Doubles, and we are excited to see what he has in store for Iditarod.
We are also pleased to feature an interview with a man whose
art has become synonymous with our sport, the very-talented Jon
Van Zyle. We are happy to help celebrate his 40th year creating the
OFFICIAL Iditarod poster and get to know the man behind the art.
Since this is our Iditarod issue, it's pretty heavy on all things Alaska
and distance. Our next issue will be the “midseason” issue and will
feature major sprint and stage races that have taken place all over the
states and Canada along with another “Q&A with a champion”. We'll
be featuring the several-time world champion and 2016 Stage Stop
champion, Buddy Streeper. Congratulations to team Streeper as they
took home another convincing Stage Stop victory.
As promised, we are catching up quickly, as this is our 3rd issue in
just over 3 months. Don’t forget to renew!

The view from Sebastien Vergnaud's tag sled in the 2016 Denali Doubles.

Enjoy and stay in touch,
Jake Witkop
Editor and Fellow Musher
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Iditarod 2016

by the numbers...
5 2016

On March ,
the streets of Anchorage will be churning under the patter of
5,504 paws. That's if all 86 mushers are running full teams of 16 dogs. (Technically they only need 12 to start). And, since they are required to have 8 booties for
each dog in use or in their sled at each of the
checkpoints, there will be 11,008
booties leaving Willow, AK at the race re-start on March 6 (and over 200,000
booties packed away in mushers' drop bags along the trail!). That's a whole lot of booties. Don't worry, we're not about to ask you to do any confusing math problems- it's
just that time of year again, when we take a look at some of the numbers that make
up the
th running of The Last Great Race®.

22

44

[ ]

[ ]
Northern route: Since it's an evennumbered year, the trail heads north
from Ophir to Cripple, and the Yukon
River communites of Ruby, Galena,
and Nulato. Once mushers reach Kaltag, they rejoin the same trail they
take every year. In odd-numbered
years, the trail heads south between
Ophir and Kaltag.

85 miles

Farthest distance
between checkpoints:
Kaltag to Unalakleet

[ ]
3,160 feet

The elevation at the summit
of Rainy Pass in the Alaska
Range, the highest point on the
Iditarod Trail.

total miles of trail
(though 1,049 is the
symbolic number
used by Iditarod.
1,000 for the length
of the original races,
and 49 for the 49th
state).
6
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Seavey in 2014
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out of this year's
field of
mushers,
there are:

60

26

males

females

17 rookies
69 veterans

past champions
Dallas Seavey
Mitch Seavey
Jeff King
John Baker
Robert Sorlie
Martin Buser
Lance Mackey

40

16

born in Alaska

top 10 finishers

who've finished
every Iditarod
they've started

now living in Alaska

sets of brothers
Ray, Ryan, &
Robert Redington;
Lance & Jason
Mackey

1

pair of sisters
Anna & Kristy
Berington

7

running backto-back 1,000
mile races
Allen Moore
Hugh Neff
Brent Sass
Cody Strathe
Paige Drobny
Tore Albrigtsen
Rob Cooke

mushing magazine
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beginner basics

(Mis-) Adventures on Ice
by Miki and Julie Collins

On an early-winter mush in the 1980s, as my sister Miki and I
were opening a trail across the large lake where we live, I thought
I heard a faint creaking beneath us.

“Stop!”

I shouted to Miki as she set a straight trail by
skijoring ahead of my dog team. With both small
teams stopped, I gave the ice a whack and was horrified when my ax
plunged through dangerously thin, soft ice. Although quite safe a few
days earlier, a recent warming trend had partly melted the ice. The
thought of both of us breaking through into bottomless black water
with two teams chills me to this day.
Lesson: Ice that’s less than 8 inches thick can change rapidly. Don’t
trust it! Keep your brake equipped with sharp ice points and run a
small team so you can control and stop them on glassy ice – even if
they want to chase that otter heading out toward open water! On rivers
and larger lakes, currents strong or slight, different freeze-up times,
effects of overflow, and even windblown snow can dramatically affect
thickness of ice, even within a few feet.

8
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Most of the really close calls we’ve had with ice occurred during the
1980s when, as young adults, we lacked the experience and caution
required to stay safe in dangerous conditions. In our books Trapline
Twins and Riding the Wild Side of Denali, we recount some of those
dangerous situations that we should have known to avoid: falling
through rotten ice on a remote lake, or using poles to build a teetery
bridge across a swift river.
In 1986 while shortcutting across sea ice between Unalakleet and
Shaktoolik, we found our team jumping open cracks, even knowing
that an offshore wind could blow us out to sea. With the unreasonable
optimism of youth we simply trusted our luck. Three years later and
a little bit wiser, we broke trail across the Yukon River between Circle
and Fort Yukon, an area unfamiliar to us except for the fame of its
notoriously-dangerous ice. Although Miki skied ahead of the team to

2015
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demonstrating its depth.
Ice looses strength
when
contaminated
with air, snow, sea salt
or foreign matter such
as decaying vegetation;
when exposed to thawing cycles; when
warmed by liquid water (unfrozen overflow);
or when broken and refrozen due to wind or
water shoving it around. While two inches
of strong ice will hold a dog team, we don’t
run dogs over deep water unless we find six
inches or more of strong ice, with eight inches
to a foot offering more leeway for variability.
Even two feet of springtime ice might be
unsafe if it has rotted into pencil-like shards
of “candle” ice.
During the very late freeze-up of 2015, we
found unsafe areas with three or four inches
of weak brown ice (full of air bubbles, frozen
snow crystals and decaying vegetation). It
probably would have supported a dog team,
but having survived 30 years since some
of our escapades of 1980s, we didn’t risk it.
Then before the ice thickened much, a heavy
snow weighed it down, creating extensive
overflows that took several weeks to freeze
up under the thick layer of insulating snow.
Fresh overflow warms ice from above,
sometimes causing it to rot or even melt.
During our early years of running a
trapline, I once stepped off the trail beside
my wheel dogs and promptly broke through
a thin crust, dropping into swamp water up
to my waist before I stopped my descent by
throwing myself forward and grabbing the
sled’s towline. In the ten to twenty-below
weather, my coveralls were frozen like the
Tin Man’s by the time I reached the next
cabin.
Another time on the same swampy
drainage I dropped the snow hook beside the
narrow trail and it fell right through the snow
and into water without encountering any ice
at all, even though the trail itself remained
solidly frozen.
Lesson: Decaying vegetation found in some
swamps and marshes can produce enough
heat to thaw ice from below, especially when
overlain by a heavy layer of insulating snow.
Ice in these places may not form at all, or may
thaw unexpectedly after a snowfall increases
the insulation. Ice thinning from below
remains invisible until snow settles into the
opening hole. You may see a dip or valley
forming in otherwise smooth snow pack
before water appears. While water usually
freezes once exposed to frigid air, the snowy

Left: Large lakes, oceans and bigger rivers are subject to forces from wind,
currents, and even temperature-driven changes in ice, which can cause
pressure ridges to form. Although often of striking beauty, they do make for
rough sledding.
periodically check conditions, as I stood with
the team partway across I heard the faint
rushing of water beneath my feet.
Normally water flows silently under ice, but
trapped air allows it to splash and gurgle, and
ice suspended over air with no supporting
water can collapse unexpectedly. From the
surface of this lower water to the top of the ice
can be several vertical feet, greatly reducing
the chances of escape after falling through,
especially in current as swift, powerful and
deep as the Yukon.
After cautiously back-tracking, we circled
the noisy area before forging on, luckily
reaching the far side dry and intact.
Lesson: Don’t be stupid. If unfamiliar with
big rivers, sea ice, or other treacherous areas,
seek advice from experienced local travelers
and stick to marked routes.
To test ice, chop through it to inspect the
thickness and quality, perhaps including the
depth of the water below.
White ice may be strong if the color
comes from thickness, or weak if caused by
numerous tiny air pockets or frozen snow.
Black (clear) ice is usually strong, flexible and
forgiving. Sometimes the black appearance
comes from being very thin and hence unsafe,
but black ice can be several feet thick, with
cracks and the occasional bubble clearly

A little snow can disguise the surface below. New
ice looks black, and although it can be dangerously
thin, the quality (strength and flexibility) is superior
to white or brown ice. Add a skiff of snow to that
glassy early-winter surface and your dogs may slip
and slide, a quick way to injure one when he lacks
the physical conditioning he should gain later in the
season.

Test ice carefully, even if that means going first on
foot (leave your dogs securely restrained). Miki carries an ice chipper to quickly and easily chip down
through the surface, checking thickness and quality.
Note the open water in the background. Although
Julie found several inches of strong ice underfoot,
if that water had frozen into a thin skim of ice and
then been masked with a skiff of snow, it would have
made an invisible deadly trap for an unwary traveler
moving unwittingly from good ice to bad.
area edging the sink remains dangerous
much longer. When snow is packed in a trail,
these problem spots tend to freeze over only
to open again after the next snowfall.
Poke a long pole into and along side snow
sinks to check for open holes and the depth
of the water below. Watching that pole drop
away out of sight will make a believer of you.
Galloping across strong, three-foot-thick
spring lake ice, the horse I was riding horse
took a header when her front feet dropped
into an open hole hidden by a thin crust of
ice. Swamp gas (methane) bubbling up from
buried decaying vegetation had created
enough small currents, pulling along warmer
subsurface water, to melt clear through the
ice while leaving the surrounding area intact.
Lesson: Use all of your senses–sight,
hearing, smell and feel, intuition and logic–to
sense danger, and remain alert on all kinds of
ice. Turn back if it doesn’t look, feel or sound
right. If you smell the warm, musty odor of
an open swamp or sharp scent of hot springs,
pick your route carefully. If you feel the ice
creak, quiver or settle, don’t proceed without
evaluating the situation. Likewise, if you hear
cracking, flowing water or a hollow sound be
careful.
Anticipate bad ice at outlets of deep lakes as

Beginner Basics continued next page
mushing magazine
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Beginner Basics continued from previous page

these open holes quite
closely, with sharp
the current sucks up warmer lower layers of
curves that a long dog
water. Streams fed by warmer ground water
team may straighten
or hot springs can also prove problematic, as
out with distressing
can man-made warm water, for instance in
results, as witnessed
rivers below power plant discharges. River
above.
confluences frequently overflow or have bad
Lesson: never trust
ice, and currents or water fluctuations can
ice in rivers that don’t
open up holes unexpectedly.
freeze up well! Don’t
Our favorite vacation is a sledding trip
gee-haw your leader
into the Alaska Range. Fed by ground
across an unfamiliar
water or subterranean glacial water, many
ice bridge without
mountainous rivers contain just enough
checking it carefully
warmth to keep them partly or completely
first, and avoid ice
open, sometimes even in the very coldest
In 1993, during an extended late winter vacation near the Alaska Range, Miki
bridges unless the
weather. Certain sections of some rivers
used a gee pole to safely guide the sled along a sloping surface above bad
water below is shallow.
ice. Fortunately with only knee-deep water (yes, we checked), we probably
routinely contain open holes while other
These dynamic spots
wouldn’t have been in serious trouble even if we had fallen in.
stretches overflow with massive floods.
can change quickly,
Over the years we’ve skirted many a
too–the bridge that
treacherous hole, and even waded with hip
carried you into the
refrozen surface. Use caution of course,
boots across open shallows. Once we even
wilderness may be gone on your return!
especially when bucketing water up from a
dumped the sled upside-down in a shinWhen river ice collapses into a hole and
deep, fast current.
deep hole in Dalzell Gorge. (The trail snaked
then refreezes, cross with caution, carefully
Overflow can be a blessing or a curse.
around it. Our sled, alas, did not. Luckily a
checking the ice first, including testing the
When first flooding over the ice, it may be a
local had tipped us off about a tent camp not
water depth and speed. Be sure to chop into
few inches deep, or three feet deep or more.
far away where we could dry our gear.)
the shelf ice above the hole as well; if hovering
Once frozen it creates a slick highway where
These open holes generally–but not
unsupported, it could collapse under weight.
once the snow lay deep: you can put the
always–occur with swift, shallow water, and
Tip: When in search of water while camping,
snowshoes back in the sled and travel 12 mph
the ice surrounding these holes is usually–
chopping through this hollow shelf ice may
instead of one!
but not always–strong. Trails sometimes skirt
expose water faster than chopping into the
Overflow usually freezes as it reaches
cold air at the snow surface. Because flows
After the lake freezes, the shore ice over shallow water usually becomes safe long before we dare venture
always moves downstream on rivers, the toe
out over depths. However, this ice may be a bit unstable, especially with dropping water levels. When the
of the flood may be watery, but upstream you
dogs hear cracking or feel that ice drop a bit under their feet, they head for the rocky beach. That won’t do
may find newly-frozen ice and then good ice
under sled runners, so Miki, confident in the safety of the ice, skijors in with the team, levering any reluctant
farther on as the older areas freeze.
dogs away from shore (while Julie mans the brake).

Swamp gas (methane) bubbles can eat right through
three feet of ice, while leaving the surrounding
surface perfectly safe. While we see these most
commonly during late winter, they can appear at any
time.

10 november/december
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Although the thinner fall ice of lakes is
more prone to overflowing under a heavy
snow, rivers often overflow later in the year
as thickening ice displaces and pressurizes
flowing water. Some rivers are notorious for
their February or March floods. One of the
streams on our trapline usually floods at
least once in late winter. Each time we pass
through we watch for the ice running down
the middle of the stream to bulge upward,
indicating the water below is under pressure
and itching to burst out. Digging through
the deep snow, we check for the presence of
water on the ice surface, a warning of what’s
trickling down from upstream.
Last year I reached this stream with a
load of freight and found water flooding
not just in the narrow channel, but over
the willow bars and into the trees. I cached
my load well beyond the water’s reach and
simply backtracked 13 miles home for a few
days to let it freeze. On my return, the new ice
supported my team, but chopping through it
I was startled to find water nearly chest deep
between the fresh ice and the old ice below!
Lesson: If you encounter overflow on a
river while traveling upstream, you might
be able to skirt the toe and find better ice
upstream, or park your dogs for a day or two
if cold weather promises to freeze the flood.
If you encounter overflow ice while traveling
downstream, enjoy it while you can but
anticipate potentially-thinning ice or even
water ahead. Carry fire starter [see page 30
for a great homemade recipe] and change of
foot gear!
Another challenging form of ice is
the ground-water-fed “glacier,” when a
continuous trickle of freezing water gradually
builds up to fill a gully or slope with an uneven
layer of ice, often treacherously slick, bulging
and dipping. Perhaps the most notorious one
can again be found on the Iditarod Trail,
between Rohn and Farewell [Iditarod map
located on page 6]. Having been both up and
down this glacier several times, we can attest
to the efficiency of crampons for going up,
and rough locks (chains on the runners) when
sliding down.
Traveling along a mountainside in Denali
Park in 1981, near where the Eielson Visitor
Center perches on a high overlook, we realized
we had to reach the valley below. At age 21,
rather than backtrack like sensible folks, we
shortcut down the gentlest slope available: a
narrow, precariously steep ravine. Walking
ahead to check out the route, I stepped onto
slick ice hidden under a thin snow cover, and

Oops! Miki’s old leader Clarence was a bit too courageous about ice on several occasions. Here he ventured
out onto spring candle ice that, although two feet thick, couldn’t hold his weight. He had a bit of a struggle to
reach shore, but luckily ended up none the worse for wear. One would be wise not to allow loose dogs under
these conditions.

slid helplessly down the gully.
After clawing my way back up, we turned
the dogs loose and lowered the sled down with
the towline until we lost control. Miki and the
sled twirled and bumped and bounced away,
sliding uncontrollably all the way down the
gully.
Lesson: With this type of glaciering, gravity
inflicts the biggest hazard. When traveling
off-trail in the mountains, be aware of their
existence and be prepared with crampons,
chains for rough locks, and good dogs who
come when called!
We have rarely ventured onto true
glacier ice, partly because it offers
its own unique hazards including
crevasses hidden under snow and
avalanches crashing down enclosing
steep mountainsides. Don’t tackle
them
without
experience,
an
experienced guide, or at least a wellmarked, recently-used trail.
In 1993, experienced musher
and Yukon Quest champion Bruce
Johnson and his eight-dog team broke
through the ice of Little Atlin Lake in
the Yukon. There were no survivors.

Final lesson: ice provides a wonderful
highway, but comes in many forms and
with many hazards. You only live once, and
misjudging or disrespecting ice is a quick way
to end it all.
Miki and Julie Collins have been mushing
an 80-mile trapline in bush Alaska for 35
years. They have made numerous wilderness
expeditions by dog team and authored three
books, including Dog Driver: A Guide for the
Serious Musher, a book for all mushers.

A trickle of ground water flowing throughout the winter causes the “glacier” on the
Iditarod trail near Rohn; by March ice fills
the ravine that the trail runs up. Iditarod
mushers sometimes carry crampons to
better scramble up (or to keep from falling
when pulling up reluctant dogs). When
descending, we turned some dogs loose
and wrapped the runners with rough locks
(chains).

mushing magazine
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What's in Your sled bag?
with Paige Drobny, Yukon Quest and Iditarod veteran

E

ver wonder what’s inside the sled bag
of a 1,000-mile musher? Us too, so we
asked one. Paige Drobny, who's running
both the Yukon Quest and Iditarod this year, let
us take a look inside hers–and here's what we
found!
As she emptied plastic gallon zipper bags of
supplies for us, one item in particular caught
our attention–some homemade waterproof fire
starters–made by her husband (and Mushing's
"SledTech" columnist), Cody Strathe. He was
happy to share the recipe–so check out the
"DIY" on page 30 to learn how to make your
own!
Items labeled in red are mandatory gear,
required to be carried for the entire race. In
addition to the equipment shown here, Paige
carries an adequate supply of food and water
for herself and the dogs, and an extra harness
or two.
How does she keep it all organized? Well,
some things will just have to remain a mystery...
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editor

To me, mushing isn’t so much a
sport as it is a release. It’s what I do to
unwind, to escape from the pressures
of life, often returning in a calmer state
of mind. It’s my happy place.
I live in Eagle, Alaska and I am
partial owner of 24 super dogs. I have
been mushing for 12 years, and I still
remember my first dog run. I was 5
years old at the time, and had been
begging my mom to let me have my
own sled, and she finally consented.
I was pulled on a little sled by Aurora, a big
white malamute, and one of the first dogs we
ever owned.
I didn’t fall off on my first run. That didn’t
happen until my 2nd dog run, same dog, same
sled. That hill that I first lost control and fell
off on still makes me nervous to this day. My
interest in mushing drastically waned after
that, since one dog couldn’t pull me as far as
my family wanted to go, and I was expected to
ride in the sled of a parent or older sibling and
often returned home with numb extremities.
I am happy to say I never forsook mushing
entirely, however uncomfortable those first

letters

to the

Finding a happy place

years were. Since then I have struggled
through overflow, dealt with dog fights and
failing equipment, and broken miles of trail
with my team. These mishaps make mushing
what it is. The best and worst part of mushing
is the unpredictability. If there was one word
to describe mushing, that would be it. You
never know if the next run is going to be the
best run ever, or the worst. But really, mushing
is the serenity of running in the dark, or those
adrenaline pumping curves in a rough trail.
It’s the joy you feel when that wild yearling
finally figures it out and the team becomes
one flowing unit once again. I have learned
many things from my dog team. To quote
one of David Gill’s songs, a musher/singer/
songwriter, “The best lessons of life can be
learned on a sled.” During my years behind
the dogs, I have learned patience, courage,
and the reward that hard work brings. I don’t
know where life will take me in the future, but
I hope and pray that mushing will be a part of
it. Mushing is part of me. It’s my happy place.
-Naomi Helmer, Eagle, AK

C Like an article?
$ Something need a closer look?
 Share your thoughts.
write to us at any of the following:
email: jake@mushing.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/mushingmagazinellc
USPS: 2300 Black Spruce Ct, Fairbanks, AK 99709

e
Mushing Magazin Ct
2300 Black Spruce709
Fairbanks, AK 99

A holiday helper
Gigi helping my son with his Christmas
present. She has to do something when it is
70 degrees in NY on Christmas. El Niño is
making our Northeast weather loco.
Happy Holidays,
Scott, Kim, and Will Bronson
Long Island, NY
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a wild ride

I

over, taking off Ziggy’s booties when I staggered. Dang, I thought. I
am really dizzy–I need to get some sleep on this next break. I stood
upright, but the world was still wobbling. I had to hang on to Ziggy to
keep my balance.
That’s when I heard it. The low rumbling boom that builds up just
before the earth really starts shaking. Except I wasn’t on the earth, I
was on a frozen river. The ice started making these big rolling waves
like being on ocean swells. As the ice rolled and jumped, the sound of
it cracking and breaking was like gunshots. Water came shooting up
through the cracks all around us.
The swells began to ease, so I bent down to hoist Ziggy into the sled.
Suddenly we were jerking violently sideways, back and forth. I decided
maybe it was time to get the heck off the ice before it broke up and
washed away with us on it. I looked to my left, but the bank was too
steep. I looked to my right and saw some driftwood about 100 yards
away.
Figuring that a gravel bar would be safer than where I was, I started
to plan how to move the team. There was no way they were listening
well enough at that point to follow commands to leave the trail. I
started to flip my sled over to provide some drag while I led the team
myself, but just about then I realized that the world had quit jumping
around. I boosted Ziggy into the sled, called up my team, and we
carried on down the cracked and broken river. Ziggy slept all the way
into the checkpoint, 15 miles downriver.
Karin Hendrickson has been running dogs about 10 years, including
every Iditarod from 2009-2014. In November 2014, Karin was hit by
a truck while training for her seventh consecutive Iditarod. Luckily
the dogs were all fine, but Karin broke her back in three places. Karin
is currently working hard to overcome those injuries and return to
racing.
Mushingad.winter15
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Q&A

Questions with a champion

featuring Dallas Seavey
After winning his third Iditarod in four years, Dallas
Seavey refuses to be complacent and is setting the
bar higher every year. This summer, he unveiled a
refrigerated treadmill that allows him to train his dog
team the entire summer. While off-season training is
not new in the mushing world, this form is the closest replication to winter training because his dogs
are in harness and pulling for hours at cooler temperatures. Our team at Mushing asked him to tell us
a bit more about his treadmill training and how his
team has responded to it up to this point in training.
Here is his response:
[Editor's note: This is a transcribed phone interview - Dallas was
actually on the runners and periodically used commands during the
interview… we left those out.]

summer treadmill training:
Starting at the beginning of this year (over the summer) we
started the season with running on our refrigerated treadmill. The
inspiration for that came from the past two years, where I watched
the team training and how much time I spent getting the team to the
point where I felt they were ready for serious training. We spend a
lot of our time in our short season, building a dog team up, and we
have a really short window to refine the team, and then it is race
time. I felt like, if I had more time, I could develop the team to a

much higher level.
So then the question is, how do we do that? How do we extend the
training season? We looked at other options: there are carousels,
swimming programs, and other mushers have treadmills. Putting a
dog on a treadmill is not an original idea, but bringing it all together,
where you can run enough dogs on a treadmill, where you can
change your training program, that’s where it is unique.
My treadmill can comfortably run 14 dogs at a time, and I can
run 16 if I want. We can keep the temperatures low for when it is
70°F or 80°F outside. Last summer, in Willow, we trained them at
30°F - 40°F inside. This allows us to train a dog team the way a
distance dog team should be trained: long, not a short burst, where
dogs would start to overheat.
It took some of the summer to set the treadmill up, so this year I
think we are seeing 50% of the benefit. Next year, we will have the
treadmill up and going once the snow melts.
Some of the biggest benefits of treadmill training is, I am able to
be more relaxed in training, I can give dogs more time off, when I
feel a dog needs it (as an individual or as a team as whole). If you see
a dog get depleted from training over the course of weeks or months,
you can give that dog extra time off. So the ratio of rest to days/
hours run has been increased to allow more recovery time.
Also, with a longer season, we are able to reach higher because we
Haven’t seen Dallas’ treadmill? check out the video here:

https://www.youtube.com/user/DallasSeavey
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are able to build a dog team up more gradually,
put a more solid foundation on them, spend
more time at each level, before moving to the
next training jump. This has significantly
decreased injury and soreness in the team
because they are more than prepared to reach
the next distance, or the next challenge. That
is the largest aspect of training that we were
hoping the treadmill would fix.

We have a bit of room to
breath now–we have a
great dog team, we are
building more knowledge
every year. We are trying
new things, experimenting
and figuring out what works
and what doesn’t, and we
keep learning.

Philosophy for success:
We are in a position where we want to keep
developing. We made our way to first place in
the Iditarod by doing things a bit different,
by reassessing how things were done, and
reassessing on what has become the norm,
and asking the question: is this the best way
we can do this? Once you get to where we

Mushers love trinkets where they can visibly see
them and say, "That’s a good idea, it will make us
more comfortable." What I enjoy developing are
the things that are harder to see...
have had success, it is hard to duplicate it
by training the same way you did last year.
Okay, we have finally figured out how to run
a dog team this year, let’s do the same thing
next year. But that’s invariably going to put a
stopper on you. You are not going to improve
by doing that. We were able to make it to
first place by changing things and we hope
to stay at the front of the pack, by continuing
to develop and improve instead of drifting
to the back of the pack and hurrying up to
change things to try and catch up.
Our equipment doesn’t change a lot. A lot
of mushers develop very visible things: sleds,
gear, trinkets. Mushers love trinkets where
they can visibly see them and say, "That’s a
good idea, it will make us more comfortable."
What I enjoy developing are the things that
are harder to see, and the only way you can
see it, is when you have a team like last year

Gait analysis during runs on the treadmill:
We were excited to have the treadmill for
recovery reasons, except the treadmill has
done such a good job preventing injuries so
we haven’t had to use that benefit. That being
said, it has been enlightening, because once I
started watching a dog team from the front,
for long periods of time, you see things you
have never seen before. I’ve spent my whole
life on a dog sled, so everything looks pretty
much the same, but when you stand in front
of a team, their gait looks entirely different.
It’s one thing to see a dog team run by when
you are standing at a checkpoint, but it is
another thing when you are standing in front

It sparked my curiosity to see how different dogs look
from the front, how their front legs move, and it has been
educational–to say the least.
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that I felt was very powerful on the Iditarod
and dominant at the end. That is the sum
of development and creation, but is not
something that a lay person can see.
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Lobben Boots from Norway
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Arctic explorers and are now perfect for the dog musher.
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of them running for hours on end. It sparked
my curiosity to see how different dogs look
from the front, how their front legs move, and
it has been educational–to say the least.

Will New training techniques develop a
new line of dogs?
It is hard to put a finger on that, and I think
it has more to do with future generations of
dogs. There were three or four dogs who had
sore wrists, for example, and from the back
they looked the same as the rest of the dogs.
From the front, they look different, by looking
at the angle between their fore-leg and their
upper wrist, it dawned on me that maybe gait,
or that angle makes a dog sore in the carpal.
Or perhaps it is something else about the dog,
the ligament or lack thereof, causes a dog to
run that way, which also causes the dogs you
have be more prone to soreness.
I think it is something [the treadmill] that
will affect the dogs in future generations,
more than the dogs we already have because

Q&A with a champion continued on page 39
mushing magazine
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A Bell on the Trail:
Yost's Roadhouse

by Helen Hegener
photograph from Albert Johnson Photograph Collection,
UAF-1989-166-90, Archives, University of Alaska Fairbanks

H

allock C. Bundy’s 1910 guide to the Valdez-Fairbanks Trail
describes a roadhouse built in 1905 at the confluence of
McCallum Creek and Phelan Creek, on the north side of
Isabel Pass: “The roadhouse at Yost’s is built right on the bank of the
Delta River, at one of the most exposed portions of the winter trail, but
at the place where it is most needed.”
A small one-story log building then operated by Mrs. McCallum and
known as McCallum’s Roadhouse, it was in an area on the trail which
was known to be treacherous in bad weather. In the winter of 1906-07
Charlie Yost took over and built a two-story log building, renamed it
Yost’s Roadhouse, and served hot cakes and beans to travelers for two
dollars a meal.
During the winter of 1913 at least a dozen people became disoriented
in blizzards and died along the old Valdez-Fairbanks Trail. Yost’s
Roadhouse was 200 yards away from the trail, making it even harder
to find in a storm, and was often so buried in snow that only the
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stovepipe appeared above the snowdrifts. The following summer Lt.
Dougherty of the U.S. Army Signal Corps built a wire fence across
the winter trail which would help the blizzard-blinded travelers find
the roadhouse. He also mounted a 150-pound bell which would clang
whenever the wind blew, and the fence and the bell were credited with
saving many lives.
In her classic memoir Two in the Far North (Knopf,
1962), about finding love and adventure in Alaska
with the great naturalist Olaus Murie, Margaret
Murie tells of traveling via dog team and horsedrawn wagon in 1918, over the trail which would
become the Richardson Highway. The future
author, ecologist, and environmentalist was
only fifteen years old, but she was making the
trip from her home in Fairbanks to Cordova,
where she would meet her father and her

2015
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brother. At one point she was riding in the
sled of a dog driver named French John,
and after dinner and a few hours of sleep at
the Black Rapids roadhouse, he awakened
her to continue the journey south. She
colorfully described that part of the trip:
“I was tucked into a big wolfskin robe
in John’s basket sled sometime around
midnight. For now the snow even high in
the mountains was thawing and we must
still travel at night. But not silently, for John
poured forth one story after another of the
North, of his dogs, even while he struggled
to keep the sled on the thawing, sliding
trail which led up and around and ever
up, with the high peaks glistening above
us. Sometimes John talked to his seven
beautiful huskies in French, and I almost
drowsed, snug in the furs, in spite of the
bouncing and sliding of the sled on the soft
trail. Once I roused suddenly with John’s
face close to mine; he was crouching under
the side of the sled, his shoulder under the
rim of the basket, his voice exhorting the
dogs. He was fairly holding the sled by main
strength from turning over and rolling
down the mountainside, for here the way

led across a steep mountain face and the
trail had thawed away. ‘Jus’ sit still, don’ be
scare. We soon get to Yost’s now; dis place
here de worse one. Ah! Dere’s de bell!’"
The bell which Margaret Murie
mentioned, installed by Lt. Dougherty,
became a landmark on the trail which would
later become the Richardson Highway.
A flood of the Delta River in March, 1916
overran the roadhouse. The Alaska Road
Commission reportedly used the site
as a camp for their men and equipment
while working on improvements to the
Richardson Highway during the 1920’s and
’30’s, but nothing remains at the site today.
Helen Hegener is the author of several
books on Alaska’s history, including
Alaskan Roadhouses, The Yukon Quest
Trail, Along Alaskan Trails, The 1935
Matanuska Colony Project, and The First
Iditarod. For more information visit her
website: Northern Light Media https://
northernlightmedia.wordpress.com/
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The Dozing Dog Driver:

Ways to Combat Sleep Deprivation
By Lindsay VanSomeren

T

hanks to advances in modern science, we have the
sport of dogsled racing down to an art form. We have an
opinion on what and when to feed our dogs, how often and how long
to take breaks, and how to train them to be the best athletes they can
be.
Flip the lens around, though. When was the last time we applied the
same logic to ourselves? Sure, we’re not pulling tons of dead weight
over miles of trails, but we are the ones managing the team. Without
an effective manager, the team won’t be going anywhere fast.
In long-distance races, one of the first things the musher sacrifices
is often sleep. You may not get much of a choice about how much
sleep you get. The tradeoff is clear: miles, or sleep. I’m not saying you
need to pack along a four-post canopy bed, but there are a few things
you can do to combat sleep deprivation.

c
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Polyphasic Sleeping
This is a fancy word for taking lots of short
naps, as compared to one chunk of sleep like
we’re used to (also known as monophasic
sleeping). This strategy has been used for
years by long-distance yacht racers: another
group of people who rely on a little bit of
brawns and a lot of brains to figure out how to
get to the finish line first.
In general, this strategy involves taking
naps as short as 20 minutes every few hours,
either in equal chunks around the clock or
spaced among longer 1-2 hour naps. Everyone
has a different biology and so different nap
lengths and frequencies will work best in
different type of people. There are racers who
have fine-tuned their nap schedule down to a
T.
This strategy is pioneered by Dr. Claudio
Stampi, who works extensively with longdistance yacht racers. In one of his most
convincing studies, he took a group of people
who regularly got 8 hours of sleep a night
and brought that number down to 3 hours.
The catch was he divided everyone up into
monophasic sleepers which got all 3 hours of
sleep in one chunk, and polyphasic sleepers
which got 3 hours total, but spaced over 24
hours as short naps. He then tested these
groups and found that cognitive performance
declined 30% in the monophasic group, but
only 12% in the polyphasic group.
The reason behind these results and why
polyphasic sleeping in long-distance racers is
successful is thought to be due to how your
brain works while it’s asleep. As you sleep,
your brain goes through a series of cycles,
starting with stage 1 (light sleep) and going
all the way to stage 3 (slow-wave sleep) before
rapid eye movement (REM) sleep. After the
REM sleep is complete, the whole cycle starts
again, and you do this about five times a night.
Slow-wave sleep has the most restorative
effect on a tired body, and when you’re
sleep-deprived, it also takes up the greatest
chunk of time in your first few sleep cycles
as compared to your later sleep cycles. In
other words, when you’re tired, you get the
most restful sleep right after you doze off. By
taking multiple short naps, you’re spending a
greater proportion of your time in slow-wave
sleep, and effectively getting the most bang
for your buck.

Caffeine Naps
While you’re warming up inside with a
hot pot of coffee, it might be prime time to

use another strategy to your advantage.
Scientists (and coffee lovers) have known
for a long time that caffeine can increase
alertness, but there’s an easy way to
increase the effects.
By quickly drinking a cup of coffee or
tea and then taking a brief 20-minute
cat nap, you can increase the effects of
the caffeine. The reason why this works
is thought to be due to a chemical called
adenosine: while you’re awake and the
neurons in your brain are firing away,
adenosine gradually builds up. When
adenosine levels get high enough and
are sensed by adenosine receptors in
your brain, you start to feel tired and
eventually fall asleep.
Caffeine works as an adenosine
antagonist, meaning that it binds to the
adenosine receptors and prevents the
brain from “seeing” the high levels of
adenosine that make it sleepy. Sleeping
also works to decrease adenosine levels in
your brain, so by taking a short 20-minute
nap, you decrease adenosine levels right
as the caffeine is starting to make its way into
your bloodstream after being digested. Voilà
– low adenosine levels, and enough caffeine
to keep it that way for a long time to come.

Low Glycemic-Index Diets
While we might like to eat junk food out
on the trail (brownies were my particular
favorite), it might not be the best thing for
us. By choosing foods that are scientifically
proven to provide a sustained release of
energy, we can avoid the sugar rushes and
their corresponding crashes. One of the best
tools we have to judge how good a food is at
providing sustained energy is the glycemic
index.
The glycemic index was first developed to
help diabetics choose foods that would avoid
spikes in blood sugar levels. Each food item
is given a score on a 100-point scale, with
0 causing no spike in blood sugar and 100
causing a very large spike–in fact, pure sugar
is used as a reference with a value of 100. Each
food has to be tested in a group of live human
volunteers by having them eat a sample of the
food, and periodically measuring their blood
glucose levels to determine its score.
Foods with glycemic index values under
55 are considered to be best for sustained
energy release. By choosing these types of
foods to pack with you or leave in your drop
bags, you can make sure you have a steady

The science of sleep deprivation

A

recent study was released in the
Journal Sports Medicine and Physical
Fitness that surveyed 55 mushers from
the Finmarkslopet–Europe’s longest sled
dog race based out of Norway. The aim
of the study was to “examine awareness
of sleep deprivation by Finnmarklopet
participants and post-race sleep recovery
after completion of the race.” They found
mushers slept only 3-4 hours in fragments
over the ~7 days of the race, and mushers
did not engage in any strategies to
make up the loss. The sleep deprivation
consequently lowered alertness levels in
the mushers for over one week following
the race. While there is no correct overriding
strategy, we hope this literature, and the
article provide interesting insight into the
sleep deprivation issue confronting longdistance mushers.

supply of energy long after you’ve finished
eating. Information about the glycemic
index of different food items can be found by
doing a simple Google search, or by checking
out websites like www.glycemicindex.com.
Make sure you are as specific as possible
about the type of food you’re researching –
manufacturing processes can often impact
the glycemic index of seemingly similar foods.
For example, the glycemic index of steel-cut
oats is only 52, but if you choose instant oats,
that number shoots up to 66. Good examples
of low-glycemic index foods to plan meals
around include things like whole-grain bread,
yogurt, nuts, sweet potatoes, and beans.
Everyone is different, and these methods
for combatting sleep deprivation might work
better in some people than others. Choose a
method and experiment with different types
of diets, nap lengths, and frequencies to see
which one works best for you while you’re still
training. Don’t wait until race day to try a new
method – no one wants to come looking for
you if you fall asleep and accidently end up in
Siberia.
Lindsay VanSomeren is a former dog
musher who raced in northern Michigan and
Alaska as a teenager and young adult. She
now lives in Fort Collins, Colorado, where
she enjoys fine craft brews, writing, and
learning all she can about science, personal
finance, and wildlife.
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brake-ing it down

Reducing speed and avoiding injury
on steep slopes
by Johanne Sundby

I

live in the mountainous country of Norway. Sometimes I
run my dogs on glaciers. Sometimes we have shifting weather
conditions, especially in March and April. Warmer days, cold
nights. The snow can get very hard and icy. We actually have quite a few
words describing the condition of snow in my language (Norwegian).
Skare (icy), slaps (wet), nysnø (new snow), kornsnø (gravel like snow),
silkeføre (perfect conditions!) etc.

Glacier
and mountain
mushing
Sometimes I ski with my dogs and
a pulk type of sled, and sometimes I run an
ordinary toboggan or basket sled. Mountain mushing
is a thrill, especially on icy slopes as you can go everywhere.
The speed uphill and in the flat landscape is dependent on dog power.
The speed downhill can get high, especially if the slope is very long
or very steep, or even slanting as on a glacier, and this poses several
challenges. If you don't take have the ability to manage your rate of
descent, accidents can happen very quickley. When dogs sense they
are traveling too fast downhill, and they use their front legs to reduce
speed. This can very quickly cause injury. Or, without proper braking,
the sled starts to run at a faster speed than the dogs, risking hitting
the rear dogs in the back end. Dogs can also be injured from stumbling
at high speed and being dragged. Before you travel into steep terrain,
or anywhere you might have difficulty slowing down, make sure you
have the right gear and a plan to prevent injury to your dogs or you!

Injuries
The musher and the sled can also get hurt. Standing on a brake is
strenuous, and too much shaking of the handlebar may even cause
wrist or elbow joint injury. I suffered from joint arthritis of a reactive
type for a long time after a rather hazardous downhill on an icy
wooden slope when I lost control and just hung on to the handlebar
and got my joints shook. Or the musher can stumble, fall off, or tilt the
sled, and get caught on parts of a runaway sled like the snow hook or
the runner; or hit something, a tree, a rock, his head - or lose the whole
thing. One friend ran into a tree at high speeds and then hit a rock and
the whole sled went to pieces as did his thermos, but he himself only
got slightly bruised. He was, fortunately, an engineer and managed
to mend it using parts of branches from neighbouring trees and rope.
Runaway dogs with a dancing sled and snow hooks may get seriously
injured by hitting objects or people, or even fall into a crack in the
glacier. A musher colleague of mine – Hans Christian Orjestad, was
training for the Femund long distance race one evening when we met
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interview

exclusive

Jon Van Zyle

the artist behind 40 years of Iditarod posters

Jon Van Zyle has been mushing’s premier
artist for over 40 years. A dog musher to
this day, and two-time Iditarod finisher,
Jon used his art to help establish the
Iditarod and he continues to do so today,
as he has just created the 40th consecutive OFFICIAL Iditarod poster for the 2016
race. Although his art hangs on most
musher’s walls, I wanted to learn more
about his history, his art, and its large
influence in the dog mushing world. We
hope you enjoy learning more about Jon,
his successful career, and enjoy the many
prints he has shared with us. -JW
24 november/december
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JW:

Hey Jon, thanks for taking the time to do this interview.
Let’s get started with your background, where you are
from, how long you’ve been up here…

JVZ:

I’m almost 75, and I was born in Northern Michigan. I
lived in a little town named Pitasky, MI. We lived there
for a very short period of time. My father, whom I never met except
for a few times, went into the Marines and he never came back. He
wasn’t killed, he decided to fight three wars instead of being with
family responsibilities. So my mother took my twin brother Dan and
I to upstate New York to be with her parents during the war. We spent
8 or 10 years there. My mom raised working collies, and her kennel
was fairly well known. So I was raised with several dogs with working
attitude, which is different than sporting dogs, hound dogs, or fee-fee
dogs who sit on your lap.
In the mid-to-late 50s, my mom had always wanted to come to
Alaska, so we packed up and headed that way. The car broke down in
Colorado, so we stayed there because we didn’t have enough money
to keep going. We stayed until I graduated high school in Lakewood,
Colorado, then I joined the service military. I was stationed in Fort
Ord, California. After I got out, I went to Mesa Junior College in
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"Ruby Sky", 2016 official Iditarod collector print
Colorado.
I was always involved in art my whole life.
I knew I would be an artist or a veterinarian
–simply because of my experiences with my
mom’s dogs and my brother Dan and I were
pretty good artists from the get-go. My mom
used to put an object in front of us, like a
coffee cup, and give us a scrap of paper and
draw it. We would sit there and draw it for an
hour or so and take it back and show it to her.
She would say it was wrong, and we’d go back
and do it again. She never told us what was
wrong with it, she wanted us to really, really
see it, look at it, remember it, and put it down.
Had she told us why it was wrong, that is all
we would have truly looked at. It was the most
invaluable education I have ever had. I never
went to school to be an artist, I was basically
self taught.
I went to a year and a half of college until
our mom had a stroke then Dan and I quit

school to take care of her. We found really
good paying construction jobs in Hawaii to
help pay for her medical expenses. Soon the
construction company went bankrupt and I
started working for Sears as a Display Man. I
spent several months there and got promoted
and transferred to Portland as an Assistant
Display Manager. I bought 4 Siberians from
a well-known working kennel in the area.
They were all working dogs, and that is when
I started my dog team.
I kept asking to get transferred to Alaska,
and at the time, I was in charge of designing,
and supervising the construction of new
stores for Sears in 11 western states. I kept
bugging my boss to go up to Alaska and he
kept telling me that there wasn’t a job up
there. So I said, "Make one," and he eventually
did. In 1971, I came to Alaska. This is when
I started picking up more dogs, breeding
our own. I had a really good friend, Darrell

Reynolds, who became my kennel partner.
Darrell and I basically enjoyed traveling with
dog teams. Occasionally Darrell would run
the Fur Rondy, and I sprint raced as well, but
traveling with our dogs was our best times
with them.
In 1973, Iditarod came along. This was the
beginning, so I did some work passing out
pamphlets and other little incidental things
that they asked people to do.
Darrell Reynolds ran in that first Iditarod
in '73. I did not run Iditarod until 1976. At the
time, I had quit Sears because my painting
career was really starting to take off. I used to
paint, in the early years, 200-250 paintings
per year, just to get known across the nation.
It took lots of paintings to get into galleries
and my work spread from Anchorage, AK to
Fairbanks, and Juneau and Ketchikan, then
Seattle and Portland and the Midwest and
the East Coast, and on-and-on. Eventually I
got picked up by an international publisher,
named Mill Pond Press out of Venice, Florida.
They kind of started my career, nationally and
somewhat internationally. They, and another
publisher, produced 8-10 productions per
year. Once they were completed, I would go
to their office, sign all the prints and then
travel 2-3 weeks across the nation promoting
my art and reproductions. At about that time,
I started my own company called Alaska
Limited Editions. My contract with my print
publishers basically stated that they had
the right to do all the signed and numbered
limited edition prints. My company, Alaska
Limited Editions, was producing the signed
only posters. There is a difference between
a poster and a print. So Alaska Limited
Editions would produce 6-8 posters per
year and the print publishers would have
8-10 prints per year and they all would be
distributed nationally and internationally.
All this time, I was still traveling and
racing with my dog team. I was running
Iditarod, my first in 1976, and my last was
in 1979. Few people knew about the race or
cared about it. So I went to Iditarod (there
were only two people: Gail Phillips, the
secretary; Walt Phillips, her husband and the
treasurer) with an idea to have something for
merchandise for the Iditarod and also help
promote the race outside of Anchorage, AK
because I had the contacts through my print
publishers and I could get to the media fairly
easily. In 1977, I produced the first OFFICIAL
Iditarod poster, shortly after my first Iditarod
race in 1976 and every one since then - all the

Jon Van Zyle interview continued on next page
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Jon Van Zyle interview cont'd from previous page
copyrights are mine.
They receive the money they get from selling them. This
helped the race raise money to be able to put the race on. By
no means was it the only thing, but it certainly helped make
the race more known. It gave them some cash and funds for
advertisement, and the purse.

JW:

Just out of curiosity, after your first year
running the Iditarod in 1976, you were doing
200-250 paintings per year to establish yourself. Were you
painting that much when you were working for Sears in the
lower-48?

JVZ:

When I was in the states designing and
building stores, I was doing some painting,
but I wasn’t doing anything near that. I’ve been painting my
whole life, but I really didn’t start painting as a full-time job
until I moved to Alaska. When I was working for Sears, I was
supervising the building of new stores, managing several
hundred tradesmen, and managing million dollar budgets
and it was too much–it spread me pretty thin.

JW:
JVZ:

Part of the rat race…

Van Zyle's first Iditarod poster, made for the 1977 race.

Yeah, and I wasn’t in a place for too long. I
built two stores in Salt Lake City, and I really
enjoyed that. I lived in the mountains, with my dog team. In
fact, I lived in a little tiny town above Salt Lake City called
Brighton, it was just a little ski resort. I would take my dog
team down the street a half a mile, turn right onto an old

The 40th Anniversary Iditarod poster, this year's official poster.
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wagon road that went 20 miles or so into an
old, old mining town with about a population
of 2, by the name of Park City [we both laugh].
I don’t think you would do that today.

JW:

[laughs] That is actually where
our former publisher is now,
running a dog-sled tour operation.

JVZ:

It was nothing, it was a ghost
town when I was there. The
little wagon road we used to take, we’d have to
brush out, as I understand is now a highway.

JW:

So between your two Iditarods
in 1976 and 1979, you were
painting full time?

JVZ:

Yeah, my basic schedule in the
winter, when I was working for
Sears was I would work 8-10 hours at Sears,
train dogs for a few hours, have dinner, and
paint until 1-3 at night. I would get up and do
it all over again.

JW:

The Iditarod in 1976 had to be
much different than today’s

Iditarod.

JVZ:
JW:
JVZ:

(laughs) Just a touch.

(laughs) How many dogs did you
take in 1976?

We really had no limits then. I
ran 14 dogs in both, which is a
nice dog team. First year I finished with 10,
next year 9. In the second year, I didn’t drop
a dog until Iditarod [a checkpoint halfway
through the race]. He went with Darrell in
‘75, he went with me in ‘76, Bob Chlupach in
‘77, and me again in ‘79. He was a multi-time
finisher. Tough old dog named Cheigo.

JW:

Have you used any of your time
on the ‘76 and ‘79 trail to inspire

your work?

JVZ:

Yes, when I came back from
both races. After the first
race, I did a series of 20 paintings about my
experiences on the race. I don’t use photos, my
paintings are all from memory. I chose one of

Jon Van Zyle interview continued on next page

"Dog Man", 2008 Iditarod poster
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Jon Van Zyle interview cont'd from previous page
those paintings for the poster that was used
in 1977, with the man’s face on it.
When I came back in ‘79, I did another
20 paintings on that race. Now I paint
70-80 paintings per year and I illustrate
two children’s books per year for various
publishers. Each book is 15-18 originals.
So 30-40 of the paintings are for children’s
books. The rest of them are gallery and
museum paintings, so about 40-50.
Very few, or relatively few, are anything
to do with dogs. I paint what I do up here:
hunting, fishing, dogs, camping, scenery, all
of it. So I paint from my own life experiences,
and I am very fortunate that 99% of it travels
around the world. We have an international
agent we have had for 40+ years. And we
do shows in Europe every other year Switzerland, Holland, etc. So my work travels
the world. I have painted the mystique of
Alaska, not just dogs. Though dog teams sell,
it is a small market. It is one of the things I’m
known for, but it is very little of what I do.
The Iditarod posters and prints (two different
images), are only two of the reproductions we
are doing every year.

JW:

And we are celebrating your
40th anniversary of your
OFFICIAL Iditarod posters.

"All the better to see you with, my dear" has been used by many companies.
dogs. So you have had sled dogs longer
than you have been doing posters.

JVZ:

Yes, my mom’s kennel since
I was a kid. I got my first
Siberians in around ‘67.

JW:

So are the Siberians you have
today, are they from the same
lines you first had?

JVZ:

No, when I came up here, I
bred fairly heavily into the
Anadyr lines - Earl and Natalie Norris’ lines.
To me, I’m really happy about
Probably the oldest, and most established
that. I don’t know too many
working Siberian Husky dogs in the world.
events, people, happenings that are 40 years
Very well known. Earl started his kennel in
old. It is a nice milestone and I intend on
the ‘40s and won a few Rendezvous’ in the
doing it until I have to tape a paint brush to
‘50s. Earl died around 10 years ago, and
my hand. [laughs]
Natalie is still alive and in her 90s. Her
Granddaughter, Lisbet Norris, is running
(laughs) 40 years of posters, and
Iditarod again. Lisbet’s mother ran Iditarod
I saw the other day you still have
in the early ‘80s with that kennel.
I was getting down
on dogs because I was
travelling so much with
my publishers, so I was not
rebreeding. Then Jona, my
wife, and I met and she
had 16 Siberians of her
own. So we joined kennels.
I am almost 75, and she
is turning 18 [we both
laugh]; okay, maybe 19
[more laughter]. We have
had them most our lives
and we aren’t rebreeding
anymore. We only have
7 left. And to be honest, I
"Ghost Riders", 2009 Iditarod collector print.

JVZ:
JW:
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don’t know what we’ll do when we don’t have any–times change.

JW:
JVZ:

Did you have dogs in downtown Anchorage?

We rented a house in downtown Anchorage, until I
believe, 1973. Anchorage in the 70s was much different.
I remember I was taking care of my dogs one day in my backyard, and
my neighbor who just moved in, poked his head over the fence and
was shocked to see so many dogs. We always believed in having nice,
clean kennels, and quiet dogs. He had no idea there were so many dogs
there…
I got the inkling to move out of Anchorage, as it was getting more
crowded and the pipeline came up, so I bought an old house at the end
of what was known then as the Eagle River Valley Road. Back then,
it was a single lane, dirt road heading into the mountains of Eagle
River. I lived there for 8-9 years, and we sold it in 1979 and moved
to Birchwood, where we are now. We built our own house, on land we
bought. We built the studio first; it had a bedroom and kitchenette
upstairs. We kept adding on, and it is added on enough now, so no
more building [laughs].

JW:
JVZ:

Are you running dogs out of Chugiak?

We were training on those trails long before it was
Chugiak Dog Mushers. We were training on it when it
was still army land. Joee Redington, Joe Sr.’s son, had lived just down
the street from me. He was in the army when he won the Rendezvous
in 1966, and everyone was using the trails then.
For many years, I hooked up at the house and ran along the
railroad tracks for a bit until the trail went into the woods. Several
years ago, I met a train, and it scared me to death (laughs). I’ve been
instructed that I can no longer leave from the house (laughs).

www.iditarodfirsttenyears.com
"Iditarod - The First Ten Years" is a story that has been waiting to
be told for over 40 years. At last, a behind-the-scenes account is
compiled into a scrapbook of memories of words, art and historic
photos. This significant book is chronicled by hundreds of
volunteers, mushers, race officials, pilots, vets, husbands
and wives, sons and daughters.
“They say history is written by the victors, and Iditarod: The First
10 Years is no exception; however, this incredible collection of tales
from the trail comes mostly from the volunteers and workers who
were victorious in making The Last Great Race an enduring and
important part of Alaskan life. The book is bursting at the seams
with fond memories, hard work, gutsy survival stories, pranks, and
1049 miles worth of amazing Iditarod lore. An important decade of
Alaskan history is captured on these
pages, but more importantly the Old
Iditarod Gang reveals the heart of
what makes the Iditarod a uniquely
Alaskan event: the people, the dogs,
and our sense of adventure.”
Don Rearden, author of the award
winning Alaskan novel "The Raven’s
Gift ".

ONLY

JW:
JVZ:

[laughs] By your "19 year old" wife?

[laughs] Yes, so now we drive a quarter mile to hook up.
It keeps us safe… I have never been so scared in my life.
I was 2-3 feet away from a diesel train!

JW:

Thanks Jon, until next issue, where we will get into more
of your work in and outside of the sled dog world.

Make sure to join us in our next issue, for the rest of our interview
with Jon Van Zyle - arguably our sport’s most famous artist!

Jon Van Zyle with
his wife Jona. They
have been married 18
years and reside in
Eagle River, AK. She
does leatherwork and
beadwork.
There
are
two
biographies
being
published on Jon Van
Zyle this year. To learn
more about Jon Van Zyle, his work, and his biographies visit: http://
www.jonvanzyle.com/

$59.95
plus S&H

This historic book is meant to be a celebration of time and place.
A portion of the proceeds will be donated to the Iditarod Trail
Foundation, designated specifically for veterinarian care of the
sled dogs.
Hardbound volume with dust jacket
424 Pages
416 historic full-color and black-and-white photos by
official race photographers Richard Burmeister, Rob Stapleton,
Frank Flavin, Jim Brown, Jeff Schultz, and many others
95 pieces of original art by Official Iditarod Artist Jon Van Zyle
and others
Over 100 different authors contributed first-person stories

Come, jump on
the runners;
your journey
is just
beginning.

The Old Iditarod Gang 1231 W. Northern Lights Blvd. # 906
Anchorage, Alaska 99503 email: oldiditarodgang@gmail.com
Visit our web site at www.iditarodfirsttenyears.com
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DIY: WaterProof Fire starters
by C0dy Strathe

Long-burning and waterproof, these fire starters are a great addition to any sled bag
or survival kit. They're easy to make and you probably have all the supplies you need
laying around already!

SUPPLIES

sawdust
egg carton(s): the kind made out of pressed paper
wax: I use parrafin wax (for canning/candle-

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Fill each egg compartment with sawdust.
photo by Cody Strathe

making). If you have old candles or pieces of
crayon laying around, those work too.
an old pot (that you don't mind getting wax on)

empty metal soup can or glass jar
that will fit inside the pot (optional)

scissors

I make them in large batches outside to minimize the mess.
They also harden up faster if it's cold out.

2. Melt wax. I put the wax directly in an old pot over low heat.
For a less messy approach, you can set up a double boiler: put
your wax in a can or jar and the can in a pot of water and heat the
water. The wax will melt inside the can. Cutting/breaking wax
into small strips/chunks allows them to melt quicker.
3. Pour wax into egg carton on top of sawdust.

When you do this, some of the wax will soak through the carton,
so place it on something you don’t mind getting wax on (like
waxed paper, foil, or piece of cardboard). We do large batches
and make them outside. When the wax is melted, pour it over the
sawdust in the egg carton. (Use a glove or hot pad so you do not
burn yourself if using a can or jar.)

4. Wait. When you’re finished, let them cool and harden. Go
spend some quality time with your dogs for an hour or more to
make sure the wax is adequately hardened.
5. Cut/tear apart. Separate fire starters into individual “egg”

sections. Put a few in your sled bag or other survival kits. We pack
them in all our drop bags. They are handy when you need to get a
blaze going at forty below!
When needed, light with a lighter or
match, for a hot, dependable flame that lasts 15+ minutes.
[Tip: if you don't have sawdust, dryer lint works too!]
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6. Burn, baby, burn!
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photo by Cody Strathe

illustration: iStock.com / Big Ryan

YOU SPEND A LOT OF TIME & EFFORT TRAINING YOUR TEAM. WHY LEAVE THEIR NUTRITION TO CHANCE?

OPTIMIZE THEIR POTENTIAL!
ANNAMAET HAS BEEN STUDYING WORKING DOGS FOR OVER 30 YEARS!

Made with human grade chicken, salmon,
or buffalo, our products are GMO free.
Chelated minerals & optimum levels of
Omega 3 fatty acids support the immune
system.
L-carnitine helps maintain lean muscle
mass & increases fat metabolism.

Reward your team with Annamaet’s
Canine Companion Treats!

You don’t have to be out-fed
with our supplement line!

Visit annamaet.com to see our complete product line
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arctic traveler

The art & science of freighting
article & photos by Joe Henderson

Ben is a vocal and slobbery fella who
has a heart of gold. He’s around 140 lbs,
heavily muscled from nose to tail, with
a thick reddish coat. Even though he’s
strong as an ox, he reminds me of a big
soft teddy bear.

I

f he was human, he would be the jolly-go-lucky football player
who plows down a field of opposing team members in front of
his teammate running with the football. Ben is a lovable dog,
but deep down he thinks he’s Hercules and his strength is invincible.
Ben just doesn’t know or recognize defeat. He’s never experienced it.
Inside Ben’s giant cranium he is certain that when he pulls, the sleds
will follow him, regardless of snow depth or the amount of weight in
the sleds. In fact, it has never occurred to him that those sleds would
not follow him. He would be shocked and confused if
they didn’t.
Ben is the product of my training philosophy that I
crafted three decades ago that has enabled us to travel
in the most inaccessible regions of Alaska’s Arctic
where snow depth ranges 2 ft - 5 ft deep and through

extremely steep and rugged terrain. My philosophy is simple: when
a dog discovers that his strength has a limit he will accept this limit
as the peak of his strength. But if he does not know his limit, and he
has never discovered it, then he will reach deep within his soul and
exhibit feats of strength beyond human comprehension. I’d like to
add, it applies to us human beings as well. If we don’t know our limits,
and have ignored other’s advice that our goals are impossible to reach,
then we will not self-impede our efforts to accomplish those goals.
Essentially, dogs can have the same mindset with the correct training.
I am sure you know how to extract and nurture a dog’s natural desire
to pull. But the following methods and strategies I am describing are
methods that I have found to work well for freighters in steep and
rugged terrain and deep snow. There is, however, certain aspects of
these training methods that can be useful for race dogs as well.
In my previous article (in Sept/Oct 2015 issue of Mushing), I
mentioned that I do not train my malamutes until they reach two and
three years of age: “freighting is extremely hard work and if a dog is
not physically mature and becomes sore or injured while sledding

Ordinary dogs have accomplished
extraordinary things because they
didn’t know they couldn’t.
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he will blame himself for pulling too hard.
So, the next time he’s hitched in the team
he will protect himself by holding back
and not exerting 100% of his strength.”
That is just one of many reasons. But the
most important reason for a freight dog to
start his career at two to three years is for
psychological health.
Let’s say you have a young strapping
fella named Fido. He’s 10 months old and is
exhibiting a feverish desire to pull. So you
slip a harness over his broad and heavily
muscled neck and shoulders, attach a tugline from his harness to a small Toyota tire
you had used to plant flowers in, and let
him go. He excitedly drags the tire across
the lawn and chases the kids until the tire
lodges against the swing-set pole and stops
Fido in his tracks. Fido lunges and pulls but
the tire doesn’t move. After several attempts
he sits and waits for assistance from a child
to dislodge the tire. Now, we have taught
Fido that he has a limit to his strength. Fido
will remember this experience. However, if
Fido knew the verbal command to stop, and
heard it at the exact moment the tire lodged
against the swing-set pole, he would associate
the stop command to the sudden resistance of
the tire and not his failed strength. Basically,
he would figure he had come to a halt because
your command echoed inside his floppy
ears. That way, you would have protected his
confidence and his unrealistic belief that his
strength is invincible and limitless.
In order for the dog to disassociate his
failed strength to a difficult task he must be

A freight team will put their heart into
pulling all day.
“tricked” into thinking the reason the tire
or a sled halts is because of your command.
Now, if he has learned the command to stop
he must learn the command to go. Otherwise,
the entire strategy will be meaningless
because the dog will learn his strength is
limited while he is lunging and harnessbanging as you hitch others in the team and
the sleds do not move. So, he must be taught
not to harness-bang or lunge.
A well-trained freight team can be
harnessed and hitched to the sled without a
snow-hook planted in the snow or ice. And

Ben, on the right, takes a break with his fellow wheel dogs.

a freight team should be capable of stopping
with a verbal command on glare ice without
braking. These two commands are the
foundation of building a team of powerful
freighters and trail-breakers. When these
two commands are mastered it’s important
to protect the dogs' confidence and trust. Let
me explain: let’s say Fido, who is two years
now, is in wheel position and having the
time of his life. His grey, bushy tail is curled
sharp over his back and he’s leaned into the
freight harness with all his might. He and his
teammates are pulling a heavily loaded sled up
a steep mountain pass. The sled’s progress
is slow and steady but the terrain becomes
rough with patches of grass protruding out
of the windswept snow. Now, the sled drags
pathetically slow and seemingly the team is
almost coming to a stop.
Immediately, Fido and the others hear
the command that they despise: “Whoa!”
They reluctantly obey, turn their heads
in your direction and glare at you with
apprehension and curiosity. And probably
questioning–why is the fun being halted?
A few of the dogs take advantage of the
stop to pee on tufts of grass and sniff their
teammate’s butts but they know the routine,
and are poised to pull after 10-15 seconds.
Then the golden command rings in their
ears: “Okay!” Tails raise, curl and wave,
sounds of gratified growls rumble from
the large males, and tug-lines sing tight as
the dogs simultaneously lunge into their

Arctic Traveler continued on next page
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Arctic Traveler cont'd from previous page
harnesses. The sled jolts ahead and begins
to ascend the slope at a steady pace again.
Eventually though, the pace slows to a crawl
and once again the team is halted and given
a 10-15 second rest. This routine is repeated
several times until Fido and the team reach
the summit. Then, it’s time for pets and
congratulations, especially for Fido who rolls
on his back and awaits his tummy rub.
Depending on the length of the slope it’s
not uncommon for a freight team to stop a
dozen times. This allows us to protect their
confidence and their belief that their strength
is limitless and the only reason they are
forced to stop is because YOU told them so.

But in reality their strength would have failed
them and their confidence would have been
crushed.
There is one interesting note about
malamutes in particular that pertains to
this stop-and-go routine that I have found;
purebred Alaskan malamutes actually use
a natural tactic similar to the stop-and-go
routine throughout the day sometimes. A
freight team will put their heart into pulling
all day. But there isn’t an animal on earth
who can work at such high intensity for long;
otherwise they would give in to exhaustion and
crash. To protect themselves from crashing,
malamutes have developed a strategy that
sets them apart from other breeds, a strategy

When a dog discovers that his strength
has a limit he will accept this limit as the
peak of his strength. If he does not know
his limit, and he has never discovered it,
then he will reach deep within his soul and
exhibit feats of strength beyond human
comprehension.

that has evolved over thousands of years of
hard work. Each dog hits their harness for
a few minutes then relaxes for 5-10 seconds
and hits their harness again. This tactic lets
them recover their energy and regain their
strength. Whether they are pulling up a
steep slope or breaking trail through waist
deep snow, they utilize this strength saving
tactic. This doesn’t mean however, while they
are dragging a sled down a trail they will
constantly stop and go. Because each dog will
coordinate their “rest time” while others are
pulling. That said, a very, very experienced
team will exercise a stop-and-go routine
while ascending a mountain slope or breaking
trail through 3 ft - 4 ft snow by themselves,
without the assistance of verbal commands.
Often while the team and I are traveling
across the mountain regions, I snowshoe
ahead of them a quarter mile or so. But I know
they will not give up and will always follow
me. The dogs have it ingrained in their psyche
so deep that regardless of snow conditions
and steep terrain their strength is limitless
and they will never ever give up. No longer
do I have to coordinate the pulling strategy
up a steep slope or deep snow. They have
learned after several decades of breaking

Join Team
Malamute
on the
2017 Arctic
Expedition!

For more details go to
www.alaskanarcticexpeditions.com
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trail and climbing mountain passes
they can coordinate and accomplish it
themselves. Even though the team may
be behind me and out of sight, I can
hear them as they conduct their stopand-go routine because I maintain
at least 3-4 vocal dogs hitched in
strategic places in the team that I can
hear from a distance. And big, lovable
Ben is one of them. When the team
comes to a stop, vocal dogs like Ben,
whine like babies, which encourages
the others. If Ben was human he would
sound something like this: “C’mon
you little wimps. Get off your butts so
we can keep up with dad! Now, at the
count of three, we’re all going to hit the
harnesses! One…two…three!” I have
always been fascinated how they hit
their harnesses simultaneously.
In my previous article, I mentioned
observing dogs at weight pull
competitions and how they exhibit
amazing feats of strength beyond
human comprehension. Basically this
is what the entire team is doing. In
their mind they are at a weight pull
competition. They have learned that
through coordinated effort and a never give
up mind-set they will cross the finish line. In
order to maintain this level of intense pulling
however, the dogs have to be protected both
psychologically and physically since their
passion and enthusiasm can be harmful if
they are allowed to overwork themselves.
Protecting them from overworking is the
secret in maintaining the longevity of a team.
The team should be as excited and amped
about being hitched-up on the last day of the
season as they were on the first. This is where
the musher’s skill comes into play.
Actually though, I don’t see myself as a
musher, alpha, or master. I look at myself
the same as the dogs view me and that is
as a team member. Even though I lead the
team wearing snow shoes or skis much of the
time, and often I strap myself to the traces
and pull alongside the wheel dogs, they view
me as a teammate they admire and want to
please, and trust. And trust is the single
most important component in protecting
their psychological health. The dogs must
trust without a thread of doubt that they
will never ever be overworked. I have found
if you have solidified this trust in the dogs
they are perfectly comfortable with pulling
to their heart's content and will not holdback since they believe they will not become

Where I camp isn’t important, as long as
the dogs are healthy and happy.
fatigued, sore, or exhausted. Even though
they are pulling a multi-thousand pound
load and breaking trail, they actually feel
they are playing rather than working. But it’s
a very, very fine line between working with
contentment and overworking.
Most of you can easily read a dog’s body
language and adjust your runs accordingly.
But freighting can be very complex in the
sense that it requires an extreme amount of
energy and causes stress, which is impossible
to tell by a dog’s body language alone. The
dogs might seem fired up all day climbing
mountain passes and breaking trail with
waving brushy tails but we don’t know how
they will feel the following day. If they’ve
been overworked you’ll notice it when they
are hitched to the sleds in the morning.
When they are fresh and happy, Malamutes
generally sit and howl when they’re hitchedup. And husky mixes usually whine and carry
on. But if they aren’t exhibiting either of these
behaviors, then they’ve lost their passion and
it’s time to analyze why. Maybe they were
pulling too heavy of a load, worked too many
hours, bad diet, low humidity?
Now, it’s time to regain their trust by
running on short duration runs for several
consecutive days to a week until they trust
you again. Usually a day of rest doesn’t work
because the damage is psychological with
malamutes. Malamutes recover amazingly

fast from physical fatigue but mental stress
brought on by physical fatigue resonates in
their mind for a long time. In other words,
they aren’t going to give you 100% because
they no longer trust you. They will conserve
their strength because they were “punished”
the day before for giving you 100%. But when
you’re in the middle of nowhere and there
aren’t any trails, except the one behind you,
which has disappeared under three feet
of snow, and the team needs to continue
breaking trail forward, you can’t afford to
have a team that holds back and only gives
you 90%.
There are many factors that causes dogs’
physical fatigue but I have found low humidity
plays a dominate role. Actually, air humidity
is the determining factor of the amount of
time we travel in a day, not the weight in the
sleds. Air humidity constantly rises and falls
throughout the day and so, friction on sled
runners’ increase and decrease coinciding
with humidity rising and falling. This is an
unseen component that causes additional
stress to dogs.
Even though we can’t see humidity it
certainly can be heard. As air humidity
decreases, grinding sounds of the runners
dragging on the snow intensifies. Whereas
in high humidity, the sounds of the runners

Arctic Traveler continued on next page
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Arctic Traveler cont'd from previous page
decrease. These sounds of the sled runners
are my primary gauges that allow me to plan
the length of my day. I know exactly how
much time the dogs can handle pulling by
deciphering the tone of grinding sounds on
the runners. Example: let’s say there’s been
a windstorm and the temperature drops to
-60°F ambient temperature. (I do not calculate
wind-chill temperatures since it doesn’t apply
to humidity level.) The sky is crystal clear.
So, obviously the humidity is at its lowest.
But to make matters worse, the snow has
been swept across the tundra by wind during
the cold temperatures which changes its
structural dynamics. Basically the snow is
transformed into a dirty sandy texture which
is extremely abrasive. Unless the sun has a
chance to “glaze” this type of sandy snow, it’s
the worst and most despicable snow surface
for sled runners on earth. It grinds and drags
like you are traveling on a cold sandy beach
and the sounds of runners dragging can be
deafeningly loud. Unfortunately, this type of
sandy snow predominantly covers the Arctic
landscape January through February.
When we are traveling under these type of
low humidity extremes and the runners are
grinding very loudly, I never expect to travel
much more than 4-5 hours a day (without
stopping), but we are usually hauling a ton
or more of weight and breaking trail. This
calculation of time traveled however is at the
lowest end of the spectrum and in the worst
possible snow conditions. When humidity
is high, the team can comfortably handle
around 8 hours a day in the mountains and
12 hours a day on the sea ice - providing the
temperatures are still relatively cold. Even
though this is a wide range of traveling times,
or miles, there’s a very delicate balance in
regards to the dogs working a comfortable
amount or going too far. Nonetheless I never
allow any dog in the team to become fatigued
whatsoever. Each dog is very important to
me and the team’s dynamics. So, when I have
reached my estimated time I set up camp.
Where I camp isn’t important, as long as the
dogs are healthy and happy.
There are many other factors that
freighters must learn to deal with that can
be stressful, like breaking trail through waist
deep snow, hurricane force wind blizzards,
negotiating mountain crevasses and overflow,
just to name a few. All require many years of
training. But every year my ultimate goal is:
at the end the season of breaking trail and
hauling freight for 120 solid days on an Arctic
36 november/december
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expedition that Ben is still whining like a
baby with excitement. And every member in
the team is healthy and fired-up like it’s the
first day of the expedition.
Joe Henderson and his team of malamutes
have spent 30 years traveling in the Arctic
together, exploring the otherwise inaccessible
regions of the far north and breaking trail
where never in modern history a dog team
has ever traveled. Joe is author of two books
and is owner of Alaskan Arctic Expeditions
which offers people opportunities to join
him and his team on Arctic expeditions. For
more info please check out his website: www.
alaskanarcticexpeditions.com or Facebook:
Alaskan Arctic Expeditions
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X-back(207)
or H-backs),
Collars,
Leashes,
Dog
Packs
by “Wolf Packs”,
539-4324 Fax: (207) 539-9681
Dog Coats, Dog Bags, Sled Bags, Lines, Skijoring Equip., Booties, Hardware,
info@nooksackracing.com
including ItalianEmail:
and Swedish
snaps and Engerts Latches, Poly Rope, Runner
Web202
Site:
nooksackracing.com
Mechanic
Falls Cable
Road
- Oxford,
ME 04270
Plastic, Roller Blading
&
Hiking
Equip., Snowhooks,
Ganglines
&
Stakeouts, Arctic
Headlamps,
S-Hook
Chain tools,
Tel:
(207)
539-4324
Fax: (207) 539-9681
NooksackRacing
Team
would
like
toand
thank
Bushmaster
Arctic
Star,
Chatmac
Bogeyman
SledsFirearms, Maine

NOOKSACK RACING SUPPLY

Thread, Lewiston Rubber Supply,
Chatmac
Sled Dog Supply, and all our cusEmail:
info@nooksackracing.com
tomers - old and new,
for their
continued
suport as we go into the 2005 racing
Free
Catalog
Available
Web
Site:
season.
We
invite
you
to
join
us
at
the
Down
Eastnooksackracing.com
Sled Dog races in Maine.
or view online at www.nooksackracing.com

NooksackRacing Team would like to thank Bushmaster Firearms, Maine

Thread, Lewiston
Rubber Supply, SUPPLY
Chatmac Sled Dog Supply, and all our cusNOOKSACK
RACING
tomers - old and new, for their continued suport as we go into the 2005 racing
season. We
invite
you to- join
us at theME
Down
East Sled Dog races in Maine.
202 Mechanic
Falls
Road
Oxford,
04270
Tel: (207) 539-4324 Fax: (207) 539-9681
Email: info@nooksackracing.com
Web Site: nooksackracing.com

NooksackRacing Team would like to thank Bushmaster Firearms, Maine
Thread, Lewiston Rubber Supply, Chatmac Sled Dog Supply, and all our customers - old and new, for their continued suport as we go into the 2005 racing
season. We invite you to join us at the Down East Sled Dog races in Maine.
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A piece of mushing history
by Bouchard's International Dog Mushing Museum and Hall of Fame

Leonhard Seppala's
surplus aluminum sled

I

n 1952, Norwegian Leonhard Seppala and good friend Earl Snodie built six sleds out of World
War ll surplus aluminum acquired from the Boeing aircraft company in the outskirts of
Seattle, Washington. Leonhard designed the sleds while Snodie did all the craftsmanship.
Four of the six were sprint racing sleds that went to mushers in Norway; one freight sled went to a
musher in the midwest USA, and Leonhard and Earl kept the other freight sled.
One of the six sleds is on display at Bouchard's International Dog Mushing Museum and Hall of
Fame in Fairbanks, Alaska and it is unknown whether any of the other sleds still exist. The sled
is likely the first aluminum sled ever built. It weighs about 75 lbs and is seven feet long x 2 feet
wide. In the early 1960s this sled was used for dog sled exhibitions in many of the lower fortyeight states. Two rear wheels and two steering front wheels were attached. The musher, sled, and
dog team would open the ceremonies at the Indy 500 and the Kentucky Derby by running a lap
around the track before the start of the race. The sled was also used when presenting the many
new highways built at the time. No other sled has received such notoriety in the world as this one
- nice going Leonhard!
If you look close at the three stanchions you can tell they belong more on an airplane than on
on a dog sled.
Bouchard's International Dog Mushing Museum and Hall of Fame is in Fairbanks, Alaska and
houses the largest collection of sled dog artifacts, equipment, and gear in the world.
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Iditarod this year:
Thanks for chatting with me, the proof is
in the pudding, so we will see in the Iditarod.
Hopefully I don’t make any epic mistakes that
causes us not to show up. If we are able to run
this team correctly, I think we are going to
see some awesome things out of them. You
never know whether a year is going to be a
record breaking year or not, that has so much
to do with trail conditions and other outside
factors. I think this a team, given the right
conditions… let me put it this way, this is
the best team I have ever had so I do think
they can move that time down a little bit. But
again, time will tell and we will see in two or
three years, if we are still training dogs on
treadmills or if we gave it up.

Depth:
It makes it fun. I like training sled dogs. I
like developing athletes and bringing them
together as a team and finding the style that
fits this team the best. One of the most fun
things about the team this year is their depth.
We have so many choices and it makes it a
more complicated puzzle. When you only
have 19 dogs, it is easy to identify and train
the best team. If you have 30-40 dogs, it is
a lot more challenging and it has been fun
for me. Plus, I have been blessed with some
very good help this year that has brought this
group of dogs to their highest level. •
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selection is who you breed. Also, if off-season
training, whether it be a treadmill or someone
moving to Greenland and training seriously
12 months out of the year, there are many
ways you can train a dog team without snow.
If that becomes a larger portion of running
the Iditarod, we may see that the dogs in the
Iditarod themselves begin to change. You
were asking earlier about the Saunderson
line, that are now our lines, and how those
dogs didn’t run most of the week (for open
class), only once or twice. I think what you
will see a genetic selection for dogs that
can improve to a greater height, with more
training, rather than a dog that is a natural
athlete, even without significant training. So
even if you extend the training season from
6 months to 9 months, the dogs who excel,
might be different. Who you thought might be
your best dog on a 6 month training season,
may get surpassed by a dog who had three
more months to develop.

DISTANCE DOG FOOD 33/25
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off to
the races!
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»

This page
above: Will Rhodes, Two Rivers 200 champion, passes under a bridge a short distance from the finish. Photo by Rose Hewitt
upper right: Keeper, Amanda Brooks' lead dog, waits in the start chute of the Two Rivers 200. Photo by Rose Hewitt
lower right: Gary Markley sends his son, Eli, off on his first race in the 1-dog class in Fairbanks, AK. Photo by Rose Hewitt

Opposite page

»

upper right: Rob Cooke's lead dogs enter the start chute of the Yukon Quest. Photo by Clyde Hewitt
upper left: Hazel Sutton races in the 1-dog class at a junior race in Fairbanks, AK. Photo by Rose Hewitt
bottom: Mandy Collins, 4-dog class champion, flies around the track at 3 Bears Sled Dog Race in Land O'Lakes, WI. Photo by Steven Szabo
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editor's pick

Stubborn Gal: the true story of an undefeated sled dog racer
written by Dan O'Neill
illustrated by Klara Maisch

This beautifully-crafted, true story chronicles one girl’s road to an unlikely race victory in a 60mile sled dog race. It's loaded with gorgeous illustrations, important basics of mushing, and a
refreshing honesty about the trials and tribulations of running sled dogs. Stubborn Gal will
surely inspire young audiences to harness one of their own pets, and create memories they
will never forget. Older audiences can't help but crack a knowing smile as the main character
perseveres through each challenge she encounters.
Hardcover: $15.95; 48 pages
Available at many Alaska book stores, pet stores, and outfitters. Can also be ordered online
at www.uapress.alaska.edu.

Iditarod: The First Ten Years

by The Old Iditarod Gang
artwork by Jon Van Zyle; photography by numerous official race photographers
After five years of hand-selected collaboration, the “Old Iditarod Gang” (a collection of folks
who were involved in the early days of the race) has done it–they have successfully captured
the early days of the Iditarod and indelibly etched them in history. Iditarod: The First Ten
Years features the artwork of Jon Van Zyle, whose work is synonymous with mushing, to
complement arm chair stories from those who made Joe Redington Sr.’s vision possible–
to start the greatest sled dog race in the world. At 424 pages of high quality imagery and
great stories, this book will be on your coffee table for many years worth of enjoyment.
Hardcover: $59.95; 424 pages
Available in many Alaska bookstores, gift shops, Iditarod headquarters and online at
www.iditarodfirsttenyears.com or iditarodstore.com.

International Sled Dog Veterinary Medical Association (ISDVMA)
Musher and Veterinary Handbook, 3rd edition, 2015
editors: Dirsko J.F. von Pfeil, Justine Lee, Sheri Thompson, Kenneth Hinchcliff

The decentralization of information in our sport makes it hard to get a comprehensive look into any
facet of dog mushing. The 3rd Edition of the ISDVMA Musher and Veterinary Handbook tackles
this challenge by providing current research and scientific investigation, veterinary and nutritional
advice that is sled dog specific. I highly recommend this book for any sled dog owner–no matter
your kennel size, breed of dog, or training regimen–you will use this book in your everyday life
with sled dogs.
Paperback: $78.49; 278 pages
Available through LuLu Press, Raleigh, NC. Interested readers can purchase the book by going
to Lulu.com – click "shop" and search for “Musher and Veterinary Handbook”.
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Adanac Sleds & Equipment
www.adanacsleds.com 406-881-2909

Your ONE-STOP for quality, affordable, and innovative
dog sled equipment, sleds, skijoring, bikejoring,
canicross and scootering products.

35 years of trustworthy service.
Our ZIMA x-back harness is the original for over
50 years—often copied, never duplicated. View our
updated website for this season’s hottest products.

find us on facebook

www.mushing.com
It Takes a Great Team
to Win These Races:

2006 Iditarod • WIN
2006 Kusko 300 • WIN
2005 Kobuk 440 • WIN
2006 Diavik 150 • WIN
2005 Wyoming Stage Stop • WIN
2006 Limited North American • WIN
2006 Black Gold Run • WIN
and more...

Caribou Creek Gold...
At every distance, during all life
stages, nutritionally
supporting great dogs.
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superdogspete kaiser
descriptions by Pete Kaiser
photos by Rose Hewitt

Against arguably the toughest field of past Iditarod and Quest
Champions, Pete Kaiser captured his second consecutive victory in the Kusko 300, his hometown race, in January. For those
of you unfamiliar with the Kusko 300, it is known as one of the
most challenging mid-distance races because it covers 300 grueling miles on flat terrain, with only 10 hours of required mandatory rest - and this year’s extreme wind and glare ice trail around
open river leads will go down as one of toughest Kuskos ever.
Shortly after his Kusko win, Pete picked up his second victory of
the season in the Denali Doubles, and we look for him to again
be a top contendersin Iditarod this year. He's placed in the top
10 twice out of his six finishes, and placed 14th last year. You can
follow him at: http://kaiserracing.com/

snowboard litter
Solomon (Little) X shannon (king)
(4 yrs old)
This group is the core of my team. All seven are Kusko champions.
They are fast, driven, and very personable– making them a
pleasure to work with.

simms ♂
{58 lbs}

Kusko and Iditarod finisher. A tall, smooth
moving machine. Shorter coated than most
of his litter-mates. A hard keeper at a young
age but is improving with age.

lead/swing
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PALMER ♂
{58
lbs}
main leader

burton ♂
{54 lbs}

Two-time winning Kusko leader. Denali
Doubles winning leader. Fast, durable,
and extremely smart. Led most of my
2015 Iditarod. He was bred to 3 of my best
females last summer and we are excited to
see how his pups turn out.

Kusko and Iditarod finisher. This dog is
a nutcase, lopes and trots with endless
energy. I’ve never seen him tired in the
least. Helps get the team motivated leaving
checkpoints as he is usually the first one to
jump off the straw.
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{56 lbs}

Kusko and Iditarod finisher. Can be a little
moody at times, but is a solid race performer.
Smooth trotter with energy to spare. Will try
to knock your teeth out with his snout when
putting him back at his house.

arbor ♀
{56 lbs}
swing/team

morrow ♀
{45 lbs}
lead/swing/team

Kusko finisher. Super sweet and spunky girl.
Likes to go fast and bark when the team is
moving slower than her liking. Leads often
in training and will likely get some time in
lead during Iditarod 2016.

A little slower maturing than her littermates
and sometimes can be a picky eater but
proved herself finishing the Kusko and
Doubles this year. She will likely make her
Iditarod debut in March.

flo ♀
{45
lbs}
swing/team

Iditarod and Kusko finisher. Another sweet
heart. Not as wild as the rest of the litter but
does her job just as well. Had her first litter
of pups last summer.
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Boxing litter
Solomon (Little) X Dollar (King)
(4 yrs old)

mosley ♀
{48 lbs}
leader

Kusko and Iditarod finisher. One of my main
leaders. Good eater and easy keeper. Led a
good share of the 2014 and 2015 Iditarods.

wait wait litter
Solomon (Little) X Hooch (currier)
(4 yrs old)

Stone ♀
{56 lbs}

Kusko and Iditarod finisher. One of my
best. Big, easy keeping girl with a huge
appetite. I need to be careful how much
I feed her, especially during a race. She
has great attitude and speed. I plan to
breed her in the future.

sagal ♂
{65 lbs}

This guy is a goofball. His size and
energy can make him a handful to deal
with. Usually gets hooked up last to
avoid breaking something. Very durable
and smooth for his size.

hagler ♂
{60 lbs}

Good hair and smooth trotting.
Maturing into a fine distance
dog.

frazier ♂
{58
lbs}
wheel/team

Very similar to his brother
Hagler. Loves to pound the line
leaving checkpoints, even when
tired. Runs well with Sagal.
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duck dynasty litter
summit (baker) X Dollar (King)
(2 yrs old)

Sadie ♀
{54 lbs}

Denali Doubles finisher. Sadie may have
earned a spot on the Iditarod team with
her performance in the Doubles. She is
very smooth and easy keeping like her
brother Jace. She has shown signs of
being a leader as well.

jace ♂
{60lead/team
lbs}

Winning Denali Doubles leader. He
is super smooth and fast. I was very
impressed with his racing debut in the
Denali Doubles where he led alongside
Palmer for the whole race. I think this
guy has a bright future ahead of him.

papa ♂
{55 lbs}
4 yrs
swing/team

Summit (Baker) X Frosty (Kaiser)
Kusko and Iditarod finisher. Low
maintenance dog that is always ready
to go. Smooth trotter but can also lope
at higher speeds. Great eater and holds
weight well.

stella ♀
{45 lbs}
4 yrs
leader

Arctic (Osmar) X Wilma (Currier)
Kusko and Iditarod Finisher. She has
turned into a great little leader this
season. Reliable and low maintenance
dog. Leads well with Mosley and will see
her share of time at the front of the team
this Iditarod.
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